
CHICKS & CARS &
LFC!

LFC's long-awaited car series Modz &

Bodz begins shooting July 2. Hosted by

celebrity photographer and DIY

mechanic Miles Long, this wild car

series will walk viewers through the

installation of parts and tuning on a

variety of sexy vehicles �Modz) joined

by an even sexier guest �Bodz). Episode

1 will see Miles go under the hood with

LFC star Bella 'Rebel Princess' Madisyn
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while in episode 2 LFC's top prospect

Rylee Jade will help Miles install a

nitrous kit in a Mustang GT.

LFC SIGNS COSPLAY
STAR

Cosplay darling Farrah Fatherless has

signed to fight at an upcoming LFC

event. Fans have been waiting for some

cosplay representation in LFC for years

and the wait is nearly over. Next month

you'll find out who Farrah is fighting

(hint: Farrah has handpicked her

opponent from the Cosplay world and is

looking to settle a score!�



NEW SKETCHY AF
SERIES TO DEBUT
THIS MONTH

LFC is very pleased to unveil a brand

new series this month. Sketchy AF

(Sketchy and Funny) features artist and

LFC judge Tommy Bell walking fans

through the creation of his unique

artwork. Many of his muses just happen

to be LFC stars like Bella Rockafella.

Think of The Joy of Painting if Bob Ross

had painted beautiful women instead of

happy little trees! The series debuts

July 21 exclusively on our site.



A PAIR OF FINALES
ROUND OUT JULY
SCHEDULE

All good things must come to an end

and that's the case for the LFC Films

produced music series Life of the Party.

The final episode will be available on

July 31 just three days after the season

6 finale of Beauty, Strength &

Dominance drops with Tomiko 'The

Temptress' Tajima joining host Mike

Larkin. But good news: season 7 is

already in the works and will debut in

early August with new episodes every

Sunday exclusively at

www.LFCfights.com and the LFC

Network on Roku.
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